RAE DOHAR
a quantum riffing, mindset
shifting, rebel mentor whose
work lives at the intersection of
money, sex, and the infinite.

"if you want to live a life on fire,
you cannot be afraid to burn"
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ABOUT

in the midst of a painful breakup,
a cross-country move (in a country i
wasn’t born in), and o, you know, a global
pandemic, i held space for dozens of
women and non-binary folx to transform
their lives, their financial realities, and
their relationships to themselves.
through those offerings, in under a year, i
went from 5-figure debt to 6-figure
entrepreneur. and it wasn’t a fluke. it’s
because my coaching methodology is
effective, and my vision is clear.
sex is a creative energy. money is an
amplification energy.

and if i can show my clients how to tap
into these two infinite energies, and if
we can plug them into their highest
expression of self, there’s very
legitimately nothing they can’t do.
drawing from meditative practices,
emotional intelligence work,
embodiment tools, mindset techniques,
eastern philosophy, and western
science, this work is designed to help
you shed all that you are not so that you
may be born into all that you are.
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WHAT PEOPLE
ARE SAYING

"Working with rae changed my life, point blank"
"Working with rae has helped me shift from a victim mindset to taking on radical
responsibility and practicing radical self care. With her guidance and support, I’ve
doubled my audience, and signed more clients than ever before. Personally, I’ve fallen
in love with myself, and my relationships with others have blossomed. Don’t ever
underestimate the power of a great coach. We all need a Rae in our life!"
"I could not recommend working with rae enough. It’s an incredible experience, she’s
an incredibly inspiring person to be in the company of, and her coaching is true. It’s
genuine. It’s real. It’s effective and she is wonderful. "
"Seriously, working with Rae is the best investment I’ve ever made"

"The inimitable rae Doha! Talk about levelling up! After taking
femininsatiable and then going to work 1:1, I feel so much ore at home in my
body and relaxed about my body and myself"
"Tangible things that have happened in my life since working with rae: I started my
own business and I made back my investment in working with rae, and then some,
even just during the four months that we were working together, so that was HUGE.
Outside of the tangible results, I have a clear understanding of my purpose and truth
on this planet. I have a completely shifted mindset and perspective on money, life,
and relationships and I have a deeper connection with my body"
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COLLAB
@raedohar
hitmeup@raedohar
/wildembodiment
raedohar.com
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